Econ 301b. International Trade: Data and Analysis

- **Day / time:** M/W 1:00 - 2:15 pm
- **Course Type:** Undergraduate
- **Course term:** Spring
- **Year:** 2018
- **Instructor(s):** Guillermo Noguera

The goal of this course is to provide students with rigorous theoretical and empirical tools to analyze questions of current interest in international trade. The emphasis will be on applying economic concepts to international trade data, using both computable economic models and empirical regression methods.

Prerequisites: This course is primarily intended for third and fourth year undergraduate students majoring in economics.

Students will benefit from having a good background in multivariate calculus (118 or 120), statistics/econometrics, and intermediate microeconomics. If you do not satisfy these requisites please request the instructor’s approval.

**Semester offered:** Spring

**Undergrad Course Category:** International Methodology

**Course Description:** Course Description

**Source URL:** [https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-301b-international-trade-data-and-analysis](https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-301b-international-trade-data-and-analysis)